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‘Sun‐tracking’ solar power units light up Oak Creek Landing
Devices cut costs, are “the right thing to do,” county official says
August 20, 2012, Columbia, Md. – If you cross the Route 33 bridge to St. Michael’s, you may see four
high‐tech, unusual‐looking devices facing… wherever the sun happens to be pointed at the time (at least
during the day). In case you’re wondering, these are twin‐panel, sun‐tracking solar power systems that
Talbot County installed recently at Oak Creek Landing to provide clean, renewable energy for the
facility. The systems were installed by Chuck’s Electrical Inc. of Centerville, Md., and the devices
themselves are produced by Advanced Technology & Research Corp. (ATR), based in Columbia, Md.
By literally following the sun using GPS, the innovative devices produce up to 45% more power than
conventional fixed panels. At Oak Creek, this clean, renewable energy is providing power for the parking
lot lights as well as the marine pump‐out, says Talbot County Manager John Craig. Talbot is in the
process of renovating the landing, “one of the most heavily used and visible” in the county, Craig says.
“We decided to go with renewable energy at Oak Creek not only to save money, but also because it’s
the right thing to do,” he says. The sun‐trackers will enable the county to light the parking lot year‐
round, including in winter, while saving on energy costs. And if the solar devices produce any surplus
energy, it will be used to help power other county facilities, Craig adds.
The county considers installation of the tracking solar devices “a really important project,” he declared.
“There’s a pride factor involved: We’re proud that we’re in the forefront of using renewable energy”
here in Talbot. The Oak Creek Landing project is “part of a comprehensive strategy to move toward
renewable energy,” Craig added. And he’s pleased to see support from residents. “I just had two
citizens comment on how impressed they are by our using renewable energy” at Oak Creek “and moving
in this direction” in general, he said.
The Oak Creek Landing installation represents the first use of this sun‐tracking technology by Talbot
County, and the high‐visibility location showcases the county’s commitment to innovative green
technologies such as this system, says Rob Lundahl, ATR’s vice president for energy systems and
automation. “We’re pleased that Talbot County has chosen to install this cutting‐edge technology,” he
adds.
The power generated during the day is not stored but rather supplied directly to the electrical grid,
Lundahl explains. “This type of ‘grid tied’ solar system is gaining popularity for both commercial and
residential installations since it avoids the expense of a battery storage system,” he says. "The four sun‐

tracking units installed at Oak Creek will produce about 10 kilowatt‐hours of clean power every day, all
year long.”
ATR has developed several innovative solar products – all incorporating sun‐tracking technology –
including home do‐it yourself models, solar‐powered car‐chargers and even hybrid wind/solar hybrid
systems. In fact, one such hybrid was installed last year at Tilghman Island by Fluharty’s Electric, based
in Tilghman.
About ATR
Advanced Technology & Research Corp. (ATR) is a Maryland‐based engineering firm with a 38‐year history of
excellence in military systems, robotics and automation equipment. Over the past three years, the company
has developed a suite of solar power systems for small‐scale commercial and residential applications. All ATR
Solartech systems feature state‐of‐the‐art sun‐tracking technology for enhanced energy production from
photovoltaic panels, mounts designed for vertical structures, small footprints and strong aesthetics.
Produced in Maryland, ATR Solartech products include distributed solar power generation systems for
lighting and utility poles, ground‐mounted systems for residential clean energy production, solar‐powered
electric vehicle charging stations, and the solar components of hybrid wind‐solar systems.
On the Web: http://www.atrsolartech.com
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/ATRSolartech
Twitter: @atrsolartech
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ATR Solartech, a unit of Advanced Technology & Research Corp. (ATR), is a Maryland company designing and manufacturing
innovative solar energy products for the world market.

